MARCH 20, 2010 "A MATCH" REPORT
and photos
Congratulations to TCCKCSC club members on their wins under Judge Rick Miller in
Saturday's Match!
*Best Adult in Match and Best in Match went to Saranade Eternity (from the Bred By
Exhibitor Bitch class,) bred and owned by Penny Freberg and Mary Hanus
*Best Opposite Sex to Best Adult in Match, and Best opposite sex to Best in Match
went to Kimark That'll Be The Day (from the Bred By Exhibitor Dog class,)bred and
owned by Kim & Mark Baillie.
*Best Puppy In Match was Baroc Object D'Art Extraordinaire (from the 6 - 9 month
Bitch class,) Bred and Owned By Karen Fergus.
*Best Opposite Sex to Best Puppy in Match was Cavalier Heaven Tebow of Bentley
Park (from the 6-9 month Puppy Dog class,) Bred by Brian Beard and Owned By Karen
Fergus.
Match Chair Rachel Stanton :
"I would like to express appreciation for the people who worked hard and contributed to
the success of the match.
First, many thanks to the show committee, Karen Fergus and Show Secretary Deb
Motley, and Board Liason Penny Freburg, all of whom spent freely of their personal time
and/or funds to make this all possible. Thanks are also due to Kim Baillie for helping us
with the AKC paperwork helping us get the details right.
Thanks go as well to everyone who donated time and talent and $$$$ to make it
happen. We received donations of money from Kathy Marturano, Deb Motley, Robin
Kowalski, Elaine Challacombe, Sandy Coats and Pam Lemke. Dave Eckardt donated
the dog toys for door prize bags. Cindy Higgins donated the lovely original drawing that
marked the ring placements. Karen Fergus donated toys and dog treats that were
handed out with the ribbons. Pam Duffey created snoods for the top winners of the
day. Debbie Motley came down from Eveleth and stayed over in the Twin Cities at her
own expense, then sat through the entire match and meeting entering the data so we
would have our catalog made and printed in a timely manner. Kim and Mark Baillie
made funds available to us from a donation made to them by Randal and Linda Nord to
cover the expense of our ribbons.
And then there were the all important "worker bees" without whom no colony can
survive - folks who showed up early and stayed late doing set up and tear down and
clean up and helping with the process of collecting entry fees and forms and creating
Judges' books and arm bands. My husband Kim, Nancy Carlson, Linda Quinn, Karen
Fergus, Deb Motley and Penny Freburg - to name a few! Sharon Wanous created the
door prize bags; Karen Fergus, Marge Smith and I put together our Mexican pot luck
dinner; Robin Kowalski helped with set up and sat ringside as our outside steward to get

the classes into the ring correctly, and Karen Fergus was our inside steward double
checking that everything went right. Mark Baillie spent the afternoon behind Dave
Eckardt's camera so we will have photo memories of the event.
There were many who offered help and support throughout the process. This was
truly a team effort and labor of love, and helped to complete our education on how to
put on a show. I had fun; I hope you did too!"
Rachel Stanton,
Match Chair

